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Table 1
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Typographic Conventions

Type Style
Example

Example
EXAMPLE

Example

Example
<Example>
EXAMPLE

Description
Words or characters quoted from the screen. These include field names,
screen titles, pushbuttons labels, menu names, menu paths, and menu
options.
Textual cross-references to other documents.
Emphasized words or expressions.
Technical names of system objects. These include report names, program
names, transaction codes, table names, and key concepts of a programming
language when they are surrounded by body text, for example, SELECT and
INCLUDE.
Output on the screen. This includes file and directory names and their paths,
messages, names of variables and parameters, source text, and names of
installation, upgrade and database tools.
Exact user entry. These are words or characters that you enter in the system
exactly as they appear in the documentation.
Variable user entry. Angle brackets indicate that you replace these words and
characters with appropriate entries to make entries in the system.
Keys on the keyboard, for example, F 2 or E N T E R .
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INTRODUCTION

Starting in November 2017, SAP defined the recommended architecture for Fiori implementations
in S/4HANA systems.
The details for this recommendation can be found in the document SAP Fiori Deployment Options
and System Landscape Recommendations.
Despite Standalone Implementations are still valid for S/4HANA systems, depending on your
evaluation of the recommendations mentioned in this document and the current status of your
company or implementation you may as well decide to convert your Standalone Fiori
implementation into an Embedded Fiori system.
In order to achieve this goal, you will find the main steps required to perform this change in the
current document:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Technical Implementation
Running Fiori Rapid Activation in Embedded System
Extending your Fiori Scope
Activating Multiple Backend Clients
Transporting UI Personalization Settings
Running Standalone and Embedded in parallel – UAT
Switching from Standalone to Embedded.
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SCENARIO DESCRIPTION

In order to create this document, the following scenario was set-up to generate a close-to-reality
scenario for a customer implementation:
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The system used for the creation of this document started on S/4HANA 1511 version and has been
upgraded yearly with every new release of S/4HANA until S/4HANA 1809 enabling a complex
scenario where some objects could have been deprecated or replaced between S/4HANA versions.
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Following SAP’s Fiori Deployment Options and System Landscape Recommendations a technical
and business decision was taken in order to remove the STANDALONE Frontend Server with
minimum system downtime, enable an Embedded Fiori system and reassign hardware resources
as required for the Backend Server, reducing costs and simplifying the system landscape
architecture.
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In order to achieve this goal, the overall procedure to transform the system is planned as follows:
1. Install Frontend Server
components
in
the
Backend
S/4HANA
system.
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Fiori Applications
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2. Transport
known
Customizing
and
Workbench objects from
the Standalone Frontend
Server to the Embedded
Fiori system
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3. Search for Active Services
in Standalone Frontend
Server and activate same
services in Embedded Fiori
system
defining
a
source/leading Backend
Client.
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4. Extend Fiori scope through
Fiori
Rapid Activation
procedure
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5. Perform UAT’s, adjust or
transport
missing
Customizing or Workbench
objects
and
activate
additional Backend clients
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6. Perform the switch to
Embedded
Fiori
with
minimal user disruption,
maintaining a disaster
recovery option
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PROJECT CONSIDERATIONS AND PREREQUISITES

Various criteria could apply for a given migration use case. Such criteria could be: specific system
landscape, concrete business case, time frames, cut over phases, and so on. Before you start the
actual migration of the standalone SAP Fiori front-end server, make sure that you get familiar with
the following list of potential considerations and use it to plan the migration.
• Since such migration operations usually occur in productive environment, it is recommended to
consider and plan a cutover phase accordingly. Optimally, corresponding DEV to PROD systems have
to be planned and the respective activities may vary. It is recommended to create an activity plan per
system and test all required steps in advance.
• To optimize the cutover phase, you can plan the migration together with the regular update or upgrade
cycles of your system landscape.
• Once you start the migration process, for a limited period of time, both SAP Fiori front-end server
deployed as a standalone and embedded will exist simultaneously. This could potentially require
dual maintenance process during that period.
• To optimize the efficiency of the apps with regard to access and authorizations, you can additionally
plan and set up a corresponding single sign-on concept.
• Depending on the system landscape complexity, you can also consider and plan the integration
aspects of the landscape in advance.
• Although you can migrate most of the user-specific personalization settings, note that some objects,
such as, bookmarked links, or favorite apps could be omitted by the migration program. In this case, it
is recommended to back up these objects in advance and restore them manually in the target system
after the migration is over.
• To organize all migration-related activities logically under a single user, it is recommended to create a
new user in the backend system and assign the relevant Fiori administrator authorizations to it. Later
on, it is recommended to carry out all related activities, using this new administrator user.
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SIZING CONSIDERATIONS FOR EMBEDDED FIORI MIGRATION

As you are moving from Standalone to Embedded Fiori you will need to calculate the required
resources for SAP Fiori Frontend Server component. This can be estimated with SAP Quick Sizer
tool.
While using Quick Sizer tool, please read How to fill in the questionnaire section to get more
information about the parameter values in detail and we also recommend going through note
2467172 to obtain information on how to size SAP Fiori applications based on number of users.
Sample Use Case

•

Total user number is 1000 and half of them (500) login the system in a peak hour
(9:00~10:00)

→ Input “500” in “No. of concurrent users”.
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TECHNICAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EMBEDDED FIORI

The first step in your move from Fiori Standalone to Fiori Embedded is the instalallation of
software components in your Backend system.
To do so, we will outline the main steps to make this installation by using SUM (Software
Update Manager) following SAP’s best Practices.
Preparation

Run the Maintenance Planner to calculate the required files to do the installation.
Steps / Comments

1.

Unzip SUM software

2.

Copy SUM file to the server folder
/usr/sap/<your_sid>

3.

Run the command to unzip the file:

Screenshot

./SAPCAR -xvf
<your_SUM_file>.SAR
4.

The execution will create the SUM
folder under /usr/sap/<your_sid>

5.

Go to folder
/usr/sap/<your_sid>/SUM/abap

6.

To start SUM, run the following
command:
./SUMSTART confighostagent
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Execution
Steps / Comments

1.

Screenshot

Execute SUM in browser with the
specified HTTP port (1128).
http://<your_hostname_fqdn:112
8/lmsl/sumabap/<your_sid>/slui/

Login with user <sid>adm.

2.

Click Next
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3.

Select the stack file you generated
with Maintenance Planner and click
Next.

4.

Enter the required passwords and
click Next
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5.

While the procedure is running
check for any relevant notifications
in the SUM log files.

6.

Click Next to continue with the
following phase

7.

Review the configuration settings of
the SUM tool
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8.

Select the number of background
processes to run on each update
phase based on your current
hardware settings and click on
Next.

9.

If required, you can insert any
additional add-ons you wish to
install.

10. Review current component
versions and click Next.
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11. If required, insert Change Requests
and click Next.

12. Define a password for the Shadow
Instance and click Next.

13. Continue until you arrive to the
SPAU adjustments screen. If
required, perform SPAU
adjustments.
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14. Continue through all installation
phases until SUM concludes the
installation.

15. In case you find issues in phase
MAIN_POSTCLEAN/RUN_TEST_
SUM_MOD_HANDLINGADJUST_
CHECK create an incident to
component BC-UPG-TLS-TLA

16. Once SUM installation procedure
has concluded make sure you go
through the Post-Implementation
steps described in the SUM guide.
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FIORI RAPID ACTIVATION IN EMBEDDED FIORI SYSTEM

You will now start with the basic configurations of Fiori in the Embedded S/4HANA system using
the steps outlined in the Fiori Rapid Activation procedure.
Prerequisites: Note Implementation

In this step you will review note implementation and authority checks. By doing this you ensure
the rapid content activation of Fiori Content. The source of all these requirements is note 2704570
Steps / Comments
1.

In transaction SNOTE,
double check the
implementation of the
following notes.

NOTE – Read them
carefully as these are
prerequisites for the
rapid activation, missing
any of them will result in
a wrong implementation

Screenshot
Number

Title

2510134

Fiori Setup: Updates for task lists for Fiori / Gateway configurations

2680618

Role menu API: Utility class CL_PFCG_FIORI_HELPER

2681653

Resource Object page (Fiori ID F2264) is not opening

2686456

Fiori Setup: Content Activation for Business Roles

2696292

2698457

Task list /UI5/SCHEDULE_JOB_UPDATE_CACHE does not work as
expected
PRGN_CREATE_FIORI_FRONTENDROLE: Invalid name for SAP
Fiori tile groups
PRGN_CREATE_FIORI_FRONTENDROLE: Applications do not exist

2704790

S/4HANA 1709/1809 missing SU22 data for certain ODATA services

2711781

1880620700, Error in Tile Config for F3492

2712785

Fiori Setup: Initial Setup for S/4 Fiori Applications

2714666

2708243

PRGN_CREATE_FIORI_BACKENDROLES: Runtime error
CALL_FUNCTION_NOT_FOUND
2723121 - Catalog /UI2/CLASSICAL_GUI_MENU for Configuration
Tasklist
2708243 - Liquidity Forecast Card Issue in Foreign Exchange Overview

2730124

PSM Analytics: Budget Analysis App Issues

2696715

2723121

2.

In transaction SU25,
make sure the “Initial
Fill of Customer
Tables” has been
executed at least
once.
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Preparation

Create user FIORIADM in your S/4HANA Embedded Fiori system to execute the required
configuration steps.
•
•
•
•

Create a new user called FIORIADM
Create a new role called ZFIO_ADM
Assign Fiori Administrator Roles to FIORIADM user
Logon with SAPGUI and change password

Steps / Comments
1.

In transaction SU01,
create a new Dialog
user called
FIORIADM. You will
use this ID to run
the required
activation steps.

2.

In transaction
PFCG, create a
“single role” called
ZFIO_ADM

Screenshot
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Steps / Comments
3.

Generate
authorizations
based on template
/IWFND/RT_ADMIN

4.

Add authorizations
using templates:

Screenshot

Click on More >> Edit >>
Insert authorization(s) >>
From template…
/IWBEP/RT_BEP_ADM
/IWBEP/RT_MGW_ADM
/IWNGW/RT_BEP_ADM
/IWPGW/RT_WF_ADM
/IWFND/RT_DEVELOPER
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Steps / Comments
5.

Manually add
authorization
objects:

S_APPL_LOG → *
S_TRANSLAT → *
S_SERVICE → *
S_TCODE → SE38,
/UI2/FLP, /UI2/FLPD_CUST,
LPD_CUST_PARAM,
LPD_CUST,
/UI2/APPDESC_GET_ALL,
/UI2/APPDESC_GET
S_TABU_NAM → /IWBEP/*,
/IWNGW/*
S_CTC → *
SDDLVIEW → *
S_RS_COMP → *
S_RS_AUTH → *
S_RS_COMP1 → *
S_RS_RSTT → *
/UIF/FLEX → *
S_ADMI_FCD → *
S_PB_CHIP → *
/UI2/CHIP → *
S_RFC → *
S_USER_TCD → *
S_USER_STA → *
S_USER_AGR → *
S_USER_PRO → *
S_USER_VAL → *
S_USER_GRP → *

6.

Screenshot

**Make sure that Authorization Object S_SERVICE is active in your role

In the Role Menu
assign transaction
SE10
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Steps / Comments
7.

Add standard role:
SAP_ESH_LOCAL
_ADMIN

8.

Remove
authorization object
S_ICF_ADM
duplicates

Screenshot
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Steps / Comments
9.

Screenshot

Assign full
authorization to field
ICF_TYPE in
authorization object
S_ICF_ADM

10. Save and generate
the role and assign
to user FIORIADM

**Make sure the User
Comparison and
Authorizations icons are on
status green
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Steps / Comments

Screenshot

11. Assign the standard
roles to user
FIORIADM
SAP_BC_STC_USER
SAP_BC_CTC
SAP_BC_STC_REMOTE

12. Login with user
FIORIADM and
setup your
password
13. If you will work with
multiple clients,
create user
FIORIADM in all
clients and transport
role and
assignments
through copy of
transport requests
in transaction SCC1
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REVIEW OR CONFIGURE ENTERPRISE SEARCH

Ideally, while activating Fiori in Standalone mode you should have run the activation of Enterprise
Search connectors to deliver Fiori Search functionality through the Fiori Launchpad.
It is possible you have not activated this feature or the search connectors to be in an inconsistent
state, in both of these cases you will need to activate or reactivate this feature.
In the following sections you will find the steps to identify if Enterprise Search has been activated
and how to validate the current state of the connectors.
NOTE – You can run all these task lists with user FIORIADM. Additionally, if you have
deployed multiple clients in your backend system, you will need to repeat these steps through all
the clients in your system.
Preparation

We recommend reviewing the implementation of the following notes in your system
Note
2649501
2650349
2653018
2656005
2656645
2658952
2668376
2675303
2686953
2690179
2691897
2691942
2692677
2700646

Type
Automatic
Automatic
Automatic
Automatic
Automatic
Automatic
Automatic
Automatic
Automatic
Automatic
Automatic
Automatic
Automatic
Automatic

Note
2701613
2708274
2708590
2709460
2709482
2716016
2717181
2717868
2722230
2722777
2724331
2724887
2726740
2735118

Type
Automatic
Automatic
Manual
Automatic
Manual
Automatic
Automatic
Automatic
Automatic
Automatic
Automatic
Automatic
Automatic
Automatic
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Review Enterprise Search Configuration
Steps / Comments
1.

Run transaction STC02, search for task list
SAP_ESH_INITIAL_SETUP_WRK_CLIENT
and click on the button “Generate Task List
Run”

2.

Open the task list run and display the activation
log.

3.

In the log, search for the final status of the task
list run.

Screenshot

NOTE – Only focus on the final status of the task list
run. It is acceptable if you find errors in the
execution history as long as the final status of the
run is “Finished successfully”.
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4.

Alternatively, you can run transaction STC01
with task list
SAP_ESH_CONSISTENCY_CHECK to detect
any possible issues related to Search
Connectors.

NOTE – Schedule the run of this task list as a
background job.

5.

Filter the task list results by error type, if
required.

6.

Repeat search connector analysis in all clients.

7.

If you don’t find any inconsistencies, you can
proceed to the next chapter. Otherwise, execute
the proposed remediation scenarios.
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Solve “Modified Indicator is Set” warnings.
Steps / Comments
1.

Run transaction STC01, search for task list
SAP_ESH_UPDATE_SC and click on the
button “Generate Task List Run”

2.

Use the predefined task selection and run the
task list as a background job.

3.

Wait for the successful execution of the task list.

4.

Once the task list has been run successfully,
check for any additional errors.

Screenshot

NOTE – You can ignore the warning messages.

5.

Run SAP_ESH_CONSISTENCY_CHECK to
detect any additional issues.
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Solve “Authorization Update for Connector has Failed” errors
Steps / Comments

1.

Run transaction STC01, search for task list
SAP_ESH_INDEX_USER_AUTHORITY and
click on the button “Generate Task List Run”

2.

Use the predefined task selection and run the
task list as a background job.

3.

Wait for the successful execution of the task list.

4.

In this sample run an additional error was
displayed.

5.

To get more details on the error, navigate to the
job log.

Screenshot
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6.

You will find the detail of the error in the job log.

7.

Search for any known issues related to the
Search Connector name at:
https://support.sap.com/notes

NOTE – In this case, issues were solved by
implementing note 2729739

8.

Once you have corrected any additional errors
and task list
SAP_ESH_INDEX_USER_AUTHORITY has
completed successfully you can run
SAP_ESH_CONSISTENCY_CHECK to detect
any additional issues.

NOTE – Typically all Enterprise Search Connector
related issues should be solved by now. You can
ignore the warning messages in task list
SAP_ESH_CONSISTENCY_CHECK log if any
warnings exist.
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Reset Enterprise Search

If you still observe multiple inconsistencies after checking Search Connector status and the errors
don’t match with the previously mentioned scenarios, it may be better and easier to simply reset
Enterprise Search.
Following you will find the main steps to perform this procedure. Please note that the
recommended notes should already be implemented prior to running this procedure.
Steps / Comments
1.

Run transaction STC01, search for task list
SAP_ESH_RESET and click on the button
“Generate Task List Run”

2.

Click on the parameters button for task “Reset
Enterprise Search to Initial State”

3.

Activate both checkboxes and Save your
variant.

Screenshot
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4.

Run the task list in background mode and wait
for the successful execution

5.

Once the reset has been performed
successfully, run transaction STC01 with task
list SAP_ESH_INITIAL_SETUP_WRK_CLIENT
to reactivate Enterprise Search connectors

6.

Confirm the manual activities by clicking on the
icon and selecting the “Confirm” button

7.

Activate the checkbox for step “Set TREX
Destination or SAP HANA DB Connection”
and use the default configuration setting - Use
SAP HANA Primary DB Connection:
DEFAULT
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8.

Enter parameters in step “Select Models to
Create Connectors”

Software Component: SAPAPPLH
Activate checkbox: SELECT ALL MODELS

9.

If software component does not appear in the
list, enter the value manually.

10. Execute Task List Run in background and wait
until process is complete.
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11. Test the search connectors services through
SICF node:
/sap/es/ina/GetServerInfo
**Once you authenticate you will see a list of all the
available Search Connectors. This means you wil be able
to use the connectors through Fiori.
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REVIEW OR CONFIGURE EMBEDDED ANALYTICS

In this step you will review the Embedded Analytics configuration and check for any errors. If
needed, we will show the errors to configure Embedded Analytics from scratch.
Review Embedded Analytics

Steps / Comments
1.

Login with user
FIORIADM and
check logical system
assignment to your
current working client
in transactions BD54
and SCC4

2.

Check for the
defined BW client by
running verifying the
content of table
RSADMINA, field
BWMANDT

3.

In transaction RSD5
validate the
activation status of
“All Info Objects”.
You will notice
around 40 objects
should be active
without errors.

Screenshot
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4.

In transaction SICF
check for the
activation of the
following nodes:

/sap/bw/ina
/sap/bw/Mime
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Configure Embedded Analytics

In this step you will review the Embedded Analytics configuration by following the steps described
in notes 2289865 and 1972819
Steps / Comments
5.

Login with user
FIORIADM and check
logical system
assignment to your
current working client in
transactions BD54 and
SCC4

6.

Check for the defined BW
client by running verifying
the content of table
RSADMINA, field
BWMANDT

7.

Verify the following user
parameters are set for
DDIC user

Screenshot

RSWAD_DEV_MDVERSION =
'072'
RSWAD_SKIP_JAVA = 'X'
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8.

Deactivate BW statistics
with report
SAP_RSADMIN_MAINTA
IN adding object
RSDDSTAT_GLOBAL_O
FF with VALUE = X in
INSERT mode

9.

Run transaction RSD5 to
display All Info Objects.
You will notice a limited
number of entries

10. Run transaction
RSTCO_ADMIN and
Start Installation

11. Monitor the execution of
job
BI_TCO_ACTIVATION

Estimated execution time: 15
minutes
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12. Run report
EQ_RS_AUTOSETUP
without check mode
enabled to generate
packages for OData
Services

13. Run report
RSEC_GENERATE_BI_A
LL to activate BI_ALL.

14. In transaction RSD5
validate the activation
status of “All Info Objects”.
You will notice a larger
number of objects.
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15. In transaction SICF
activate the following
nodes:
/sap/bw/ina
/sap/bw/Mime
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FIORI AND GATEWAY BASIC SETUP

In this step you will execute the Fiori and Gateway basic configuration through task list:
• SAP_GW_FIORI_ERP_ONE_CLNT_SETUP

By doing this you ensure the following steps are covered:
• Gateway activation
• Backend connection and System Alias definition
• Fiori Launchpad Services activation

As you are building a new Embedded Fiori system, you need to run this configuration from scratch
per each client in your Backend system.
Preparation

Depending on your S/4HANA version, we recommend applying the mandatory notes for Rapid
Activation.
You can find the detail of the required notes in the Central Note for Fiori Rapid Activation
• S/4HANA 1809 FPS01
• S/4HANA 1809 Initial Stack
• S/4HANA 1709

We also recommend validating the implementation of the following notes

• 2630153 - Fiori Setup: Enhance OData service activation task list
• 2821874 - Dump while executing SAP_GW_FIORI_ERP_ONE_CLNT_SETUP in STC01
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Running Fiori Basic Configuration
Steps / Comments
1.

Screenshot

Login with user FIORIADM, run
transaction STC01, and generate
a new Task List run for object:

SAP_GW_FIORI_ERP_ONE_CLNT_SETU
P

2.

You only need to configure the
steps where you can see the
parameter icon:

3.

Switch off the virus scan option.
Click save and go back.
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Steps / Comments
4.

Activate batch parallelization and
set the maximum number of
Parallel Requests to Zero (0), this
means it only depends on current
system resources

5.

Ensure you create a customizing
request

6.

Add a Package where you’ll active
services will be placed. This will
be useful for transporting
configuration between systems.

Screenshot
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Steps / Comments
7.

Schedule index job calculation
every 30 minutes.

8.

Schedule update caching of
OData metadata every hour.

9.
•
•

Uncheck the steps:
Set SAP System Alias
Set transport options for to be
activated OData Services

Screenshot

**We will activate the OData services on
the next steps.
10. Check the correct execution of all
the task list nodes.
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Steps / Comments

Screenshot

11. You can now test the access to
the Fiori Launchpad through
transaction /UI2/FLP
12. You can play around with the
launchpad and familiarize with the
Me Area

**At this moment you have not yet
assigned any apps to the Fiori
Launchpad, so you cannot interact with
any Fiori app.
13. You can also test Enterprise
Search functionality if you have a
test user with profile SAP_ALL to
start testing all Search Connectors
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RUNNING FIORI LAUNCHPAD BASIC FOUNDATION

Starting with version 1709 FPS01, SAP has delivered the Rapid Activation for Fiori Content. To
make this successfully work you first need to run the new task list
SAP_FIORI_FOUNDATION_S4 which will help you with:

• Activation of ICF Nodes and ODATA services required for WebGUI and other generic SAP Fiori
launchpad features
• Initialization of Classical Content (WebGUI & WDA Apps)
• Generation of working SAP Fiori launchpad user & admin roles including composite roles

By doing this you ensure the following prerequisites are covered:

• End User access to Fiori Launchpad and basic usage of Classical Content

Preparation

Before running this task list, you must collect and transport all the custom System Aliases that
have been maintained in table /UI2/V_ALIASCAT. You can do so by opening the table in edit
mode and adding the custom entries into a transport request.
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Run Fiori Launchpad Basic Foundation
Steps / Comments
1.

Login with user FIORIADM and
create a new Workbench request in
transaction SE10

2.

Execute a new task list run for
SAP_FIORI_FOUNDATION_S4
using transaction STC01

3.

In the first step “Create / Select
Workbench Request” enter the
workbench request we created
earlier

Screenshot
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4.

In step “Generate Fiori Foundation
Roles” use default values and save
the variant

5.

Run the task list. While running the
step “Replicate Backend Catalog
for System Aliases” you may find
some warning related to system
aliases which you can ignore.

6.

While running the step “Replicate
Backend Catalog for System
Aliases” you may find some errors
related to missing mappings. This is
a known error and it is described in
note 2704570 and 2503979.

7.

Once you have solved the error you
will need to skip this step in the task
list run. To do this, switch to edit
mode and uncheck the step
“Replicate Backend Catalog for
System Aliases”.

8.

You can now wait for the task list to
finish the execution of the remaining
tasks.

9.

Generate RFC’s type H depending
on your SSL settings:

FIORI_MENU_HTTP
FIORI_MENU_HTTPS
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10. Add custom role
Z_FIORI_FOUNDATION_ADMIN to
the user FIORIADM and logon to the
Fiori Launchpad.

NOTE – With this role you should be able
to display the “UI2 Fiori Launchpad
Administrator” Group and use the App
Finder functionality without any errors.

11. If you face issues while running
WebGUI apps, go through note
2683340

**It is also important to ensure you have created the required
System Alias RFC’s. In this case:
•
FIORI_MENU_RFC
•
FIORI_MENU_HTTP
•
FIORI_MENU_HTTPS
Adding HTTP or HTTPS RFC’s depend on your current SSL
settings

12. You will now add authorization
objects in transaction PFCG:
Z_UI2_USER_750: Authorization Object
/UIF/LREP -> /UIF/ROLE -> APFUSER
Z_UI2_ADMIN_750: Authorization Object
/UIF/LREP -> /UIF/ROLE -> APFADMIN
These objects are required in both of the
newly created roles to enable Analysis Path
Framework Apps.
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13. To finish backend catalog replication,
run report
/UI2/GET_APP_DESCR_REMOTE_
ALL.
14. You will notice some errors related to
alias FIORI_MENU which are not
relevant

15. Once synchronization concludes run
reports
/UI2/INVALIDATE_GLOBAL_CACH
ES,
/UI2/INVALIDATE_CLIENT_CACHE
S to ensure proper content loading of
the Fiori Launchpad
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REVIEW ADAPTATION TRANSPORT ORGANIZER CONFIGURATION

In this step you will review the configuration for Adaptation Transport Organizer (ATO). This
configuration should already be in place in case you are using any of the Extensibility apps
available in S/4HANA as these apps use ATO to be able to move your extensions between systems.
Review ATO Configuration
Steps / Comments
1.

Screenshot

Log in to the system
with and execute
transaction
S_ATO_SETUP.

NOTE – Status of ATO
configuration should be
displayed in Green

Setting up Adaptation Transport Organizer

In this step you will configure Adaptation Transport Organizer so end users can make use of the
Key User Extensibility options in S/4HANA in case this has not been set up before.
You can find additional information in the following link:
https://help.sap.com/doc/saphelp_nw751abap/7.51.0/enUS/e0/feb8ac8c9c43b6a318f76ddc56bd3a/frameset.htm
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Steps / Comments
2.

Log in to the system
with your administration
user and execute
transaction
S_ATO_SETUP.

3.

Enter the required
values. For this sample,
we will use Test
packages meaning
objects created will not
be transportable:

Screenshot

Local Package:
TEST_YY_KEY_USER_LOCAL
Sandbox Package:
TEST_YY_KEY_USER_SANDB
OX
Prefix: ZZ1_
Sandbox Prefix: ZZ9_

**Once all values are set, select
the option “Setup with default
data”. Once this is finished the
status of ATO should appear in
“green”
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SAP FIORI CONTENT ACTIVATION

In this section we will explain how to activate Fiori apps in a quick and easy manner by making use of
Task Lists and reports that help reactivate Fiori Content in your Embedded system.
Transport Custom Developments
Steps / Comments
1.

Screenshot

Log in to the Frontend Server and identify
your custom packages and developments
in order to generate a transport and move
them to the Backend Server

NOTE – Remember to transport all your
workbench (HTML5 code and SICF nodes) and
customizing (catalogs, groups and roles) tasks
for each of your custom developments.
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2.

If you have used ABAP FLP
Configuration Parameters with CONF
scope, you can also transport these
objects.
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Transport Custom Roles
Steps / Comments
1.

To transport roles you can use
transaction PFCG and in the
Utilities Menu select Mass
Transport.

2.

Depending on the number of
custom roles you can select single
values or ranges.

3.

You also need to define if you wish
to transport Role Assignments or
Personalization Data.

Screenshot
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Transport Customizing Objects (Catalogs, Groups, Target Mappings and Tiles)
Steps / Comments
1.

2.

Screenshot

There is a possibility you don’t find a specific
Fiori customizing object (Tile, Target
Mapping, Group or Catalog) in a Transport
Request. In this case you will need to
manually add these objects into a new
Transport Request.
In this case, a catalog and group were
missing and those were only identified when
UAT concluded. However, you may also
identify missing objects at this stage of the
process.

3.

To start, login to your Standalone Frontend
Server and run transaction /UI2/FLC.

4.

In the Adaptation Layer option choose
Customization.

5.

In the Catalog ID enter the ID of the catalog
you wish to transport

6.

Click Execute
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7.

Use the Choose Layout button to change the
layout to 1SAP_TRANSL or 2SAP_TRANS.

8.

Capture the values for Config ID of the Main
WD Config Key and Property WD Config Key

NOTE – These Keys are useful to locate Catalogs

9.

Validate the length of the required keys (32
CHAR).

10. We will now search for the Group ID’s. Run
transaction /UI2/FLC.
11. In the Adaptation Layer option choose
Customization.
12. In the Group ID enter the ID of the group you
wish to transport
13. Click Execute

14. Use the Choose Layout button to change the
layout to 1SAP_TRANSL or 2SAP_TRANS.
15. Capture the values for Config ID of the Main
WD Config Key and Property WD Config Key
NOTE – These Keys are useful to locate Groups
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16. Validate the length of the required keys.

17. Now that you have the keys you will need to run
the Web Dynpro Analyze Config User
application.
18. To do this, go to transaction SE80 and in the
Web Dynpro Comp. / Intf. Section of the
Repository Browser open object
WD_ANALYZE_CONFIG_USER
19. Expand Web Dynpro Applications folder and
right-click on the application name.
20. Choose Test
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21. If you receive an error 403, you need to activate
the ICF node with path
/sap/bc/webdynpro/sap/wd_analyze_config_
user in transaction SICF

22. Once the application is displayed, to locate the
configuration objects perform the following
steps:
23. On the Configuration ID row of the
Configuration Selection dialog screen, click the
button on the right to select multiple entries
24. From the Catalog and Group IDs captured
earlier, enter the Main WD Config Key in the
first row and the Property WD Config Key in
the second row, each as single values
25. Click OK to return to the Configuration
Selection dialog
26. Click the Display button
27. To assign the configuration objects to a
transport request, perform the following steps:
28. In the Personalization and Customizing Data
results list, CTRL+CLICK to select all rows
29. Click the Transport button
30. In the Administration of Personalization and
Customizing pop-up dialog, select your
transport request or create a new one for the
first object
31. Click OK
NOTE – The wizard will prompt for a Transport
Request for each of the selected objects.
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32. Confirm all objects have been added to the
Transport Request.

33. You can now move the transport to your
Embedded Fiori system
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Activate SICF Nodes
Steps / Comments

Screenshot

34. Log in to the Frontend Server, execute
transaction SE38 to run report
RS_ICF_SERV_ADMIN_TASKS

35. Export the list of active services to CSV
file and save locally.

NOTE – The list of SICF nodes is client
independent

36. Log out from the Frontend Server
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Steps / Comments

Screenshot

37. Login to the backend server with user
FIORIADM and run report
RS_ICF_SERV_MASS_PROCESSING
to activate the SICF nodes by
specifying the CSV file you
downloaded from the Standalone
Frontend Server.
NOTE – In this moment you will find errors
as most of the OData services have not been
activated.

38. By now, your Embedded Fiori
Launchpad settings should match with
your Frontend Standalone Server and
when you assign your custom
developments to a test user you should
see all tiles with errors (this is the
expected behavior).

Embedded

Standalone
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Running CDS Initial Load

You should have run this step as part of the activation of the Standalone Frontend server, however, we
recommend running this initial load to minimize OData activation errors.
Steps / Comments
1.

Log in to the system with your
administration user and run
transaction SACM → Perform
Initial Load → Run Now

2.

Monitor the execution of job
R_ACM_XPRA_INITIAL_LOAD

Screenshot

Running the Initial Load ensures CDS
metadata is up to date minimizing OData
activation errors
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Defining Active Services and Roles

In order to correctly move all the active content from your Standalone system to the Embedded system
your first need to identify which OData services are active and to which Fiori Roles these services belong
to in order to take the most out of the Fiori Rapid Activation Procedure in the embedded System.
In order to properly identify the services, you can use a custom program which you can implement in
your Fronted Standalone Server.
S/4HANA 1511 or higher: Fiori for S/4HANA – Mass OData Unassign
Steps / Comments
1.

Implement the
programs by
copying the code to
your own systems
via GitStandalone or
by copying the code
from the blog.

2.

For the following
analysis we will be
using the program
in blog Fiori for
S/4HANA – Mass
OData Unassign as
it will help you
obtain the number
of active OData
services and the
assigned system
alias

Screenshot
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3.

4.

5.

6.

Once installed, run
program
ZFIO_CLNTCPY_O
DATA_UNASGN_N
EW.
Double click on the
radio button
“Obtain List of
Active Services”
Activate the
checkbox “Get
List”
Run the program

7.

You will now obtain
the list of active
OData services
which you can
export to Excel.

8.

If you are running
multiple clients in
your Standalone
system, we strongly
recommend running
this program in all of
your clients in order
to identify which
services are active
in each client.
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9.

In this sample
scenario we will be
analyzing data from
2 different clients.
You can create a
Pivot Table in Excel
(aggregated by
columns SAP
System Alias and
Value) to identify
the OData services
that have been
configured in each
client.

10. Based on the
number of services
you obtain at this
moment you will
need to take a
decision whether
you wish to
homologate the
activation of all
OData services /
Apps when moving
to Embedded or
continue to deliver
different
functionality
between clients

NOTE – In this Pivot Table, Blanks represent services that have been active, but no
system alias has been assigned in the current client (meaning that the service is
active in a different client). This can help determine if there are any missing Fiori
functionalities between clients (for example, app to app navigation may not be
working correctly in different clients)
We will continue to use the information from this excel as we proceed with the
activation of the Embedded Fiori system.

11. In this sample
exercise we will
homologate the
activated OData
services between
clients. For this we
have obtained the
single value list of
activated OData
services between
both clients by
analyzing the Excel
file and Pivot
Tables.
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Activating Fiori Content

In this section we will explain how to activate Fiori Content based on the list of OData services
you have obtained using the custom program.
Steps / Comments
1.

Using the Pivot
Tables retrieve only
the OData services
which have been
assigned to the
backend system
alias

2.

Run task list
SAP_GATEWAY_A
CTIVATE_ODATA_
SERV

Screenshot
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3.

In step “Set
transport options
for to be activated
OData Services”,
enter a prefix,
Package,
Customizing and
Workbench
requests

4.
•

Activate steps:
Define OData
Services for
Activation
Select Processing
Mode / System
Alias for
Activation
Select OData
Services for
Activation

•

•
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5.

In step Define
OData Services for
Activation. Enter
the list of OData
services you wish to
activate.

Note – You need to use the
Technical Name, which
corresponds to the 4th
column in the excel file

6.

In step Select
Processing Mode /
System Alias for
Activation. Define
Processing Mode as
Co-deployed only
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7.

In step Select
OData Services for
Activation confirm
the selection of all
OData services
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8.

Leave the rest of
the tasks as-is and
run the task list in
background mode.

NOTE – Execution time of
this task list will depend on
the number of selected
services and hardware
resources.

9.

You will now need
to troubleshoot each
issue as it is
displayed in the task
list. We recommend
looking for Notes
and reading the
error dumps in
transaction ST22.

10. As troubleshooting
may take time, we
recommend
identifying the
services with error
by reading the
dumps and
removing the
service from the
selection list in task
Select OData
Services for
Activation. By
doing this you can
dedicate enough
time later to analyze
the activation errors.
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Troubleshooting Service Activation
Steps / Comments
1.

Depending on the
OData Services you
selected you will
face different types
of problems with the
activation. In this
section we list the
services that
showed activation
issues and the
proposed solutions

Screenshot

Service Name
Taskprocessing
CB_VENDOR_ACC_DOC_SRV
C_APPROVEDCHEMICALSLIST_CDS
FAC_GL_ACCOUNT_LINE_ITEMS_SRV
FAP_BANKPAYMENTAPPROVAL
MM_PUR_POMASS_UPDATE_MDL
SD_F1708_CRT_SRV

ANA_UMM_REPOSITORY
BANKSTATEMENTIMPORTFIORI_4_SR
BILLOFMATERIAL_SRV
C_CABILLGDOCDISP_CDS
C_CAINVCGDOCDISP_CDS

CASH_DISPOSITION_SRV
CB_ACCOUNTING_DOCUMENT_SRV
CB_CUSTOMER_SRV
CB_GL_ACCOUNT_SRV
CB_INSPECTION_LOT_SRV
FAR_DUNNING_PROPOSAL_SRV

FCLM_BT_SRV

FCO_MB_BUDGET_SRV
FCO_MP_SRV
FIN_OPEN_CLOSE_PERIOD_SRV
MD_PRODUCT_FS_SRV
MM_PUR_SOS_MANAGE_SRV
MM_SOURCES_OF_SUPPLY_MANAGE_SR
V
O2C_CI_CREDDEBMEMO_SRV
PERP_FCLM_BTBAL_SRV
SD_SO_LIST_F0804_SFS_SRV

CB_VENDOR_DOC_ITEMS_SRV
COMP_CODE_CONF_SRV
FAC_FINANCIAL_STATEMENT_VAR_SRV
FIN_FUNCAREA_SRV
PS_MILESTONE_OVW_SRV
SM_INTEGRATION_SRV

SAP Note / Solution
SAP Note 2348671
SAP Note 2823183
SAP Note 2765428
SAP Note 2781746
SAP Note 2823183
SAP Note 2787349
This service has been deprecated in 1809.
Correct service for app Manage Customer
Returns is SD_F1708_CRT_WL_SRV
Correct service for Predictive Model Apps is
ANA_PAI_REPOSITORY_SRV
Deprecated since S/4HANA 1709
Deprecated since S/4HANA 1709
Correct service for Display Billing Documents
app is O2C_CI_BILLDOC_DISPLAY_SRV
Source CDS C_CAINVCGDOCDISP is not
enabled as OData Service. Confirm using ADT
in Eclipse
Deprecated since S/4HANA 1709
Deprecated since S/4HANA 1709
Not available in S/4HANA
Deprecated since S/4HANA 1709
Not available in S/4HANA
Starting with S/4HANA 1809, correct service
for Process Collection Worklist app is
FDMO_PROCESS_RECEIVABLES_SRV
Starting with S/4HANA 1809, correct service
for Make Bank Transfers app is
FCLM_CASH_BANKTRANSFER_SRV
Deprecated since S/4HANA 1709
Deprecated since S/4HANA 1709
Deprecated since S/4HANA 1709
Available only in S/4HANA 1610 FPS02
Correct service for Manage Sources of Supply
app is MM_PUR_SOS_SRV
Deprecated sin S/4HANA 1610
Switch "CONV_INV" must be active e.g.
FICAX_CONV_INVOICING (BF)
Deprecated since S/4HANA 1809
Manage Sales Orders – Services App is only
available in S/4HANA Cloud version. Correct
service is SD_SO_LIST_F0804_PBS_SRV
Not available in S/4HANA
Not available in S/4HANA
Not available in S/4HANA
Not available in S/4HANA
Not available in S/4HANA
Special Roles Prerequisites section in Note
2704570
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Prepare My Inbox App specific configurations
Steps / Comments
1.

To make use of My Inbox
app you will need to create
an additional system alias.
In this case
LOCAL_PGW. To do this
navigate to the Manage
System Alias task in
transaction SPRO

2.

Create a new system alias
as shown in the image

Screenshot

NOTE – Remember to add this
new alias to a customizing
request.

3.

In transaction
/IWFND/MAINT_SERVICE
change the Processing
Mode of service
TASKPROCESSING
version 2.0 to Routing
Based and add the alias
created in the previous
step (LOCAL_PGW).

NOTE – Make sure you add this
alias assignment to a
customizing request
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4.

If required, perform any
adjustments to the Task
Gateway Scenario
Definition and add the
changes to a Customizing
Transport Request.

5.

Obtain the technical
service name of all
services used to display
the details of a Workflow
Element. This is required
especially in Multi-Client
environments as Codeployed Mode does not
support Multi-Origin calls

6.

You can find the list of
OData services used by
My Inbox app by
searching for the keywords
“My Inbox –“ in Fiori Apps
Library
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7.

Perform Processing
Mode changes, add
LOCAL alias and record
changes in customizing
request.
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EXTENDING YOUR FIORI SCOPE

Once you have activated the OData services in your Embedded Fiori S/4HANA system you may
as well wish to increase the scope of apps in your S/4HANA landscape.
One option to do this is by using Fiori Apps library in order to identify the Business Roles
associated to your OData service collection to later use the Rapid Activation task lists to activate
all apps included in the selected roles. This way you will increase the number of apps delivered to
your business and possibly ensure the execution of end to end processes through Fiori.
In the following steps we will provide an overview on how to achieve this.
Obtaining Fiori Business Roles from your currently Active Services
Steps / Comments
1.

Screenshot

Open Fiori Apps Library using the
following link:

https://fioriappslibrary.hana.ondemand.com/
sap/fix/externalViewer/#

2.

Navigate to the path: “All Apps for
S/4HANA” and add the following
filters:

Product Version: <Your S/4HANA Product
Version>
Front-end Software Component Version:
<Your Front-end Server Component
Version>
(example: UIS4HOP1 400, UIAPFI70 600,
UIHR002 100, UITRV01 300)
Back-end Software Component Version:
<Your Back-end Server Component
Version>
(example: S4CORE 103, S4FND 103, )
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Steps / Comments

3.

Once all filters are set select the
“All apps” option. You will then see
a list of all the available apps for
the selected product versions

4.

Once all apps are listed, switch to
List View.

Screenshot
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Steps / Comments
5.

In list mode, enable all columns to
be displayed.

6.

Once all columns are displayed,
verify that app selection has not
changed and download the list to
an Excel file using the Download
button.

7.

When you have downloaded the
list, you can analyze which
Business Roles are related to the
OData Services you selected by
using the LOOKUP functions in
Excel.

Screenshot
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Steps / Comments
8.

If you create a pivot table from the
previous table, you will obtain a
simplified list of the related
Business Roles you can activate in
your system.

9.

You can use a text processing tool
to obtain the single values of this
list.

Screenshot

10. In this exercise we exported this list
to a CSV file in order to replace
commas for new lines using a
command line instruction:
cat <your_filename>.csv | tr , '\n'
| sed 's/\"//g' | sed -e 's/^[ \t]*//' >
Singleroles.csv
11. Once the role names were correctly
separated, we reimported the list to
an excel file to obtain single values
through a filter.
12. From this list you can select
additional roles you are interested
in delivering to the business

13. Once you have defined the Roles
you wish to activate go to
transaction STC01 in your
Embedded Fiori System and run
task list
SAP_FIORI_CONTENT_ACTIVAT
ION
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Steps / Comments

Screenshot

14. Activate task “Enter list of SAP
Business Roles to be activated”
and enter the list of roles you
obtain in the previous analysis.
15. If entered correctly, task
“Select/Confirm SAP Business
Roles for FLP content activation”
is updated automatically.

16. In task “Set transport options for
to be activated OData Services”
enter the required customizing and
workbench transport orders and
package.
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Steps / Comments

Screenshot

17. Disable task “Generate new
Business Roles with Prefix” and
leave the rest of the tasks as-is.
18. Schedule the task list run as a
background job.

19. Wait for the task list to finish
execution.
20. In case you face any issues, we
recommend reviewing the Rapid
Activation notes follow-up activities
as issue solution may already be
described in the notes.
Note 2777142
Note 2704570
Note 2695653

21. In this exercise we only required
applying minimal corrections

Service Name
ODATA_FM_BUDGET_
ANA_SRV
MPE_CHANGE_RECO
RD_EXEC_SRV

E2EIE_IC_ORGSTRUC
T
Web Dynpro ABAP:
wda_fclm_bam_review
_report

SAP Note / Solution
SAP Note 2730124 (Execute manual steps
to regenerate OData service)
Correct service for app Manage Unassigned
Engineering Bill of Materials is
MPE_CHANGE_RECORD_POVER_SRV
(Once all errors in the task list run have
been corrected and this service is the only
remaining error, deactivate task “Activate
OData Services” and rerun task list)
Activate additional services:
• E2EIE_IC_TC
• E2EIE_IC_PORCC
SAP Note 2775043
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Steps / Comments

Screenshot

22. Once all errors are corrected, task
list execution should finish
successfully.
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ACTIVATING MULTIPLE BACKEND CLIENTS

By following all the previous steps, you should have already finished activating a single client and
may now need to activate further clients in the backend system, if needed.
Fortunately, all workbench and customizing settings have been captured in transports in order to
ease this effort.
In the following steps we will provide an overview on how to achieve this.
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Steps / Comments
1.

Screenshot

Log in to the new backend client
and run transaction
/IWFND/IWF_ACTIVATE to
activate Gateway.

NOTE – Gateway objects are part of the
Workbench layer, meaning you don’t
need to re-activate OData services per
client.

2.

Run transaction
/IWBEP/GW_CLIENT and test any
of the activated OData services,
there should be no errors while
testing the service.

NOTE – This is an advantage of setting
OData services in Co-deployed mode as
no system alias is directly assigned to
the OData service.

3.

Move any customizing requests
related to custom roles, catalogs
and groups in order to ensure
correct display of the Fiori
Launchpad.

4.

Make sure to transport the
Customizing request from the
Rapid activation procedure as it
contains specific system alias
assignments for Fiori Launchpad
foundation services and ensure you
add the Fiori foundation roles
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5.

If you had manually assigned a
system alias to any OData service
using Routing Mode, ensure you
move the customizing request to
the required backend clients.

6.

You can easily find services where
a system alias had been manually
added by running the custom
program.

7.

Note that these assignments could
have been done as part of
troubleshooting activities.
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8.

You can add the alias assignments
manually from transaction
/IWFND/MAINT_SERVICE and
adding the entries to a customizing
request.

NOTE – If you can change Processing
Mode to “Co-deployed” there is no need
to transport customizing between clients.

9.

Enable the display of client
selection in the Fiori Launchpad
login page by opening transaction
SICF and in path /sap/bc/ui2/flp
modify error pages configuration to
display client number selection.
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10. Make sure you save this change in
the workbench request defined for
service activation.

11. Before you log on to the new client.
Try running the following reports:
/UI2/INVALIDATE_GLOBAL_CACHES
/UI5/APP_INDEX_CALCULATE
12. Test log-on to the different backend
clients
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13. You should now be able to start
testing Fiori Launchpad in multiple
clients.
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TRANSPORTING UI PERSONALIZATION SETTINGS

You may also wish to transport all UI personalization from the frontend to the backend system so
end users will not require re-adjusting their Fiori Launchpad.
To perform this operation please apply note 2789848 and run report
/UIF/MIGRATE_FES_PERSO using transaction SA38. This report currently only supports S/4
Releases 1709 onwards.
Please note the specific technical requirements to make use of the UI Personalization transport
program described in the note as you may require upgrading component SAPUI in your
Standalone Frontend Server.
Prerequisites

You need to create a workbench request and a customizing request in the client from where you
want to migrate personalization data. For this reason, the system needs to allow the creation of
workbench requests as well as customizing requests in the same client.
As personalization data is client-specific, make sure to import it to the desired client in the target
system. Also, make sure to disable client cascading in the transport control. For more information,
see the documentation on the SAP transport tools.
Restriction

App variants cannot be migrated using this procedure.
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Steps / Comments
1.

Log in to the Frontend server and
in transaction SA38, run
program /UIF/MIGRATE_FES_PE
RSO and specify the users whose
personalization data you want to
migrate.

2.

For the first run, make sure Test
mode is active and execute the
program.

Screenshot

NOTE – In test mode the program does
not write any entries to transport
requests it just displays the number of
entries that will be recorder into a
transport entry.
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Steps / Comments
3.

Once you have verified the number
of entries that will be added to the
transport request. Run the program
in update mode where you will
need to specify the Workbench
and Customizing transport
requests an execute the program

4.

Use the standard transport tools to
release the transports

Screenshot
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IMPROVING NAVIGATION PERFORMANCE FOR SAP GUI APPLICATIONS

You can improve the performance when navigating to applications based on SAP GUI for HTML
in the SAP Fiori launchpad by means of out-of-the-box configuration features in the ABAP like
Setting Parameters in SAP Fiori Customizing.
However, this feature requires a minimum kernel version for the Netweaver ABAP application
server that hosts the SAP GUI application. For more information, see SAP note 2657777.
To improve the performance when navigating to an SAP GUI app, you can activate the stateful
application container for SAP GUI apps. After you have done this, when navigating from an SAP
GUI app to another app, the container that contains the SAP GUI app will be kept alive. As a result,
any subsequent navigation to an SAP GUI app on the same back-end system is faster.
Steps / Comments
1.

Define if you wish he configuration
to be available system-wide or
client-specific

•

To enable Cross-Client
Settings, run
transaction /UI2/FLP_SYS_CONF.
To define client-specific parameter
values, run
transaction /UI2/FLP_CUS_CONF.

•

Screenshot

NOTE - These settings
are not automatically recorded in
transports, but you can manually add
them to Customizing transports.

2.

Set the following parameters to
value true.

•

NAVIGATION_GUI_STATEFUL_C
ONTAINER
NAVIGATION_GUI_INPLACE

•
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RUNNING STANDALONE AND EMBEDDED SYSTEMS IN PARALLEL – UAT

By now you should have completed the activation of the Embedded Fiori system and only minor
adjustments should be required.
At this moment both the Embedded and Standalone systems are running in parallel without
interferences between them which you can take advantage from and start User Acceptance Testing
in your new Fiori Embedded system without disrupting operations in the Standalone system.
Before you prepare for UAT, make sure you perform role assignments either manually or using
any Central User Administration tool available in your landscape and ensure correct testing of all
apps is performed.
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SWITCHING FROM STANDALONE TO EMBEDDED – RECONFIGURING SAP WEB DISPATCHER

When UAT’s have been concluded you will now be on the safe side to completely move your daily
operations to the Embedded Fiori system.
To do so, we recommend taking advantage of the use of SAP Web Dispatcher and simply modify
the routing definitions. By doing this, end user will continue to use the same URL and no disruption
to their daily activities should occur.
Reconfiguring Web Dispatcher should require a minor downtime which can be executed during
non-working hours.

Steps / Comments
3.

Log in to Web Dispatcher at OS
level and open the system profile.

4.

Comment the previous dispatching
rules and enter the new
configuration settings.

5.

Here you will find the suggested
dispatching rules. Note that this
can vary according to your
business needs.

You can create your own version of web
dispatching configurations by going
through the recommendations in SAP
Note 2740052
6.

Depending on availability at the
embedded system, adjust the
configuration of the following
services.

Screenshot

wdisp/system_0 = SID=XXX, MSHOST=S4HBACKEND-FQDN,
MSPORT=XXXX, SSL_ENCRYPT=1, SRCSRV=*:44310,
SRCURL=/sap/bc/webdynpro/;/sap/es/;/sap/bc/gui/;/sap/bc/apc/;/sap/
bw/ina/;/sap/bw/Mime/DS/Content;/sap/bc/ui5_ui5/;/sap/bc/ui2/;/sa
p/bc/lrep;/sap/opu/;/sap/bc/nwbc/;/sap/public/bc/;/sap/bc/bsp/;/sap/s
aml2;/ui2/nwbc/;/ENTERPRISE_SEARCH

Set up the user assistance (in-app help):
Enabling In-Application Help for Back-End System
Configure the SAP Web Dispatcher settings for user assistance:
Configuring SAP Web Dispatcher for In-Application Help
Set up and activate SAP CoPilot:
SAP CoPilot
SAP CoPilot Configuration Guide
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TRANSPORTING BETWEEN SYSTEMS

Last step in this document is to move all your transports between system landscapes (DEV, QA,
PRD)
In the following steps we will provide an overview on how to achieve this.
Steps / Comments
1.

Ensure technical components have been installed.

2.

Release all Customizing and Workbench requests to the next system in your landscape, including the
request generated by the Rapid Activation procedure and any corrections you have performed or
development objects you have created in the Embedded system

3.

Login to the backend system and run report RS_ICF_SERV_MASS_PROCESSING to activate SICF
nodes. You can use the list obtained during Fiori Content Activation procedure.

4.

Create new UI Personalization transports in your Standalone Frontend Server clients and apply them in the
Embedded Fiori system.

5.

Use the standard transport tools to release and import transports.

6.

Run UAT’s

7.

Switch from Standalone to Embedded by adjusting Web Dispatcher configuration.

NOTE – In case of any emergencies you can maintain the Standalone system active to avoid disrupting enduser usage of the system.
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